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11. Give a brief, complete description of your proposal, including the proposed use and the
size of the project. There are several questions later in this checklist that ask you to
describe certain aspects of your proposal. You do not need to answer those on this
page.

a. Plant tciPIPid grass carp to control agyatjc vegetation,

12. Location of proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to understand the precise
location of your proposed project, including: street address, if any, and section,
township and range (required). If a proposal would occur over a range of areas,
provide the range or boundaries of the site(s). Provide a legal description and site plan,
if reasonably available. A copy of a vicinity map or topographic map is required.
While you should submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications related t
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B. ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

1. EARTH

a. General description of the site (circle one): Flat, rolling,�eep slopes,
mountainous, other:

b. What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
\)�tJt> \5 LEVEL. 

c. What general types of soils are found on the site (for example: clay, sand, gravel,
peat, muck)? If you know the classification of agricultural soils, specify them and
not any prime farmland. eL.A YJ bfVvD

d. Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils in the immediate vicinity?
If so, describe: A)l}

e. Describe the purpose, type and approximate quantities of any filling or grading
proposed. Indicate source of fill. AJ�f=:

f. Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction or use? If so, generally
describe: AiffF' ,'t,�1 "4/0 CLE)'/((/ f1G-

g. About what percent of the site will be covered with impervious surfaces after
project construction (for example: asP.halt or buildings)?

Al(} G(J/JSr�tUilDY)
h. Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to the earth, if

any: /()0 I I/YI f Ae,r-s
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